
Beach and Ground Committee Report (07/11/2021)  
 
Beach and Ground Committee Members: 
Bill Boehme, Janice DiMaio, Steve DiMaio, Brian Reynolds, Bill Mays, Fred Correa, Maryann Muschlitz, 
Ralph Cozzolino, Sandra Comte, Thomas Crenny 

 
Beach & Ground Maintenance Responsibility 
We are responsible for lawn maintenance for Maple road mailbox area, boat ramp and dam area, 
beaches, and clubhouse grounds (parking lot, road drainage, tennis courts and park) 

 
Proposed Budget 
We submitted the updated budget for 2021.   
 
Grounds 
Ted Stevens cleaned Clubhouse gutters 
 
I meet with Copeland Coating (Justin Raia) to discuss tennis court maintenance. The court is in good 
condition. WLLA needs to do ongoing maintenance on courts (Fred). The recommendation is to put 
$1000 dollars into tennis court reserve every year to build up the fund for doing a repaint when 
needed. Probably would be needed every 5 years. I can continue to look a surface to evaluate if we need 
any minor repair on yearly basis. 
It is recommended the BOD approves putting $1000 a year into a tennis court reserve. 
 
Clubhouse trees were cut down & residents took most of the wood. Some remaining in the parking lot.  
 
Inspected the basketball pole which is exact replacement. This is our next project.  
 
Beaches 
Clubhouse Beach: D&S trucked in three loads of sand at Clubhouse Beach and RJ used his super Bobcat 
to spread the sand. Ralph, Fred and I raked out the edges. Nice job by all! 
Unfortunately, we had a huge deluge of rain Thursday night July 8th.  All the Clubhouse drainage work 
we did last year along Lake Shore road worked like a charm but the beach hill had so much rain it 
washed a lot of sand into the edge of the lake. The beach team (Bill, Tom, Ralph and Fred) were able to 
recover most of the sand and re-spread it. I had gone out while it was raining, so now I know what the 
problem is and how to fix it. It will require a load of soil and redo of drain in the gravel bed. We put out 
some sandbags to redirect the water flow and I will reach out to RJ for a quote. 
 
West Shore Beach: Greg Hoeper did the work at West Shore beach. He spread 10 cu yards of sand for 
the beach and spread a load of item 4 gravel for turn-around parking. Nice Job! 
 
We are replacing the rotten wood on the beach benches. Fred will stain them. 
 
After business hours on Friday, Carol R. received a call from Prosser Labs indicating our E-Coli numbers 
were high at West Shore Beach. We closed the beach and put up signs “No Swimming”.  We will retest 
ASAP. I would attribute this high reading from all the geese poop washing off of the beach from the big 
rain. The geese are now flying so it is time to start chasing them! 
 
Dam Boat Yard 
We noticed two boat ramp cement slabs had shifted a foot to the left. Empire (RJ) tried to move the 
slabs but his machine wasn’t big enough. Next time he has big excavator on site he can try again. We 
should revisit this when doing dam work.  


